behind
the scene
the nitty gritty
of a watson
weekly issue.

by amy wong

Ever wondered what goes behind a Watson Weekly page?
There’s a lot of fighting, a lot of CAPLOCKS yelling, and going
crazy~ Well, not exactly. We are not power-hungry people per
se, everyone is more than happy to contribute and help out
when needed. But we do go crazy sometimes... putting out an
issue of your favorite Watson Weekly can bring a bit of stress
to our daily activities.
It all begin with a new thread, properly entitled according to
the issue number of our WW. Sometimes, when we are good
staff members, we begin WW threads a while before we are
supposed to, but we seem to always end up in a hurry. I, for
example, began writing Random Topics a while ago. I used to
be the ever good staff member and listed a bunch of topics that
I could write for months. After a while, however, work caught up
with me and it became impossible to plan my topics. I began
to truly come up with random stuff, and thanks to the seldom
contributor, I could write something else without having to
think about it much...
What are threads for, other than present and discuss ideas? So
we usually drop a line here and there, and get Dook’s messages
encouraging us to drop more than the crazy ideas we can come
up with. Sometimes, when we’re really good, we get articles
written to be designed by other fellow staff members! So it
would usually go like this... for example, Neve would get her
Mind, Body & Soul article up, and any staff member would
offer to design it - it would usually be Katy or Shannon! - After
a few missed design mockups where text is fixed and images
changed, the design gets approved and added to the “done”
pile.
But what happens when there’s a problem in the town? Who
do we call?! Go, Dook, go! *Inspector Gadget’s Theme* Dook
usually comes to our rescue, and designs pages too!
As any project manager will probably tell you, if you’ve got a
project going on, there’s a 100% chance that something will go
wrong... and don’t forget the probability that something could
go TERRIBLY wrong. But this is all part of Watson Weekly, we
love to crazy PM and IM each other! And we love to bring you
the issues, even if we get a little behind~ =P
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if you have photos of yourself that you

want to share, drawings, fanart, writings,
or anything we can show in the pages of
watson weekly, all you have to do is very
simple.
* take a photo of yourself, or...
* make an inspiring drawing, or...
* graphics and manipulations are also allowed! or...
* write a poem, a short story, a review...
* send these to watsonweekly.magazine@gmail.com,
and you may be featured on the next issue.
* get a topic idea
* hear new music that is awesome
* send these to random.talk@amy-wong.com, and you
may be featured soon too!

